
One MORE Reason …

ALM® early-case-assessment resources—from the LexisNexis® services
Effective May 1, 2011, LexisNexis® is the exclusive online, third-party provider of the broad, full-text 
collection of ALM® legal content. With the LexisNexis services, you can analyze and assess potential case 
outcomes with the largest, most comprehensive collection of jury verdicts and settlements available 
online from any legal provider—more than 900,000 verdicts and settlements! And get details on expert 
witnesses with the vast collection of expert witness curricula vitae and resumes at lexis.com®. 

Save research time! Research all Verdicts and Settlements or all expert witness CVs and resumes 
available via the LexisNexis services with one search. All available ALM Verdicts and Settlements will be 
offered May 1, 2011, through the MEGA™ Jury Verdicts & Settlements (including IDEX® and ALM) group 
resource. Find coverage for state and federal courts in this resource. All available ALM expert witness 
curricula vitae and resumes will be part of the Expert Witness Curricula Vitae and Resumes (including 
IDEX and ALM) group source May 1. 

Selecting ALM Early-Case-Assessment Sources  
at lexis.com
All ALM Verdicts and Settlements available through  
lexis.com are in the MEGA Jury Verdicts & Settlements 
(Including IDEX and ALM) group source. 

All ALM Curricula Vitae and Resumes are available in the 
Expert Witness Curricula Vitae and Resumes (including 
IDEX and ALM) group source.

You can find these sources on your state page and in all 
applicable lexis.com practice area pages, such as Litigation 
Practice & Procedure. Also find these sources at the:

Legal Tab
Just select MEGA Jury Verdicts & Settlements (Including 
IDEX and ALM) or Expert Witness Curricula Vitae and  
Resumes (including IDEX and ALM)

Quick Tools Box

 
 
 
 
 
 

Use the Quick Tools Box to find ALM verdicts and expert  
witness group sources. For example, Enter: alm verdicts 
and click Find a Source. 

 

Recently Used Sources
The MEGA Jury Verdicts & Settlements (including IDEX and 
ALM) and the Expert Witness Curricula Vitae and Resumes 
(including IDEX and ALM) sources are saved automatically  
with your list of most recent 20 sources. You can also 
retain this source on the “current favorites” list. Go to the 
Recently Used Sources box and click Edit Sources. Click 
the checkbox next to the source to keep it on the Recently 
Used Sources list.

Searching MEGA Jury Verdicts & Settlements 
(Including IDEX and ALM) 
Just select this source and enter your search terms. For 
example, to find verdicts and settlements mentioning trade 
secrets:

source: MEGA Jury Verdicts & Settlements 
 (Including Idex and ALM)  
search: trade secret

You can also use the simple lexis.com search tools 
you already utilize. For example, find words within your 
search results—even if those words were not part of  
your original search—with the FOCUS™ feature. 

To find mentions of punitive damages in your trade  
secrets search:

1. Enter more search terms (beginning with AND, OR or 
W/n) in the FOCUS Terms box at the top of the screen. 
ENTER: punitive 

2. Click Go.

To return to your original results, click the Exit FOCUS link.
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*fictitious name, used for illustration purposes only

To find verdicts and settlements from a particular area: 

source:  MEGA Jury Verdicts & Settlements  
 (Including IDEX and ALM)  
search: florida AND pinellas AND trade secret 

To find verdicts and settlements involving a particular  
attorney or law firm:

source:  MEGA Jury Verdicts & Settlements 
 (Including IDEX and ALM)  
search:* gary /3 smith 
or 
search:* topper bopper 

To pinpoint verdicts and settlements involving a  
specific company:

source: MEGA Jury Verdicts & Settlements  
 (Including IDEX and ALM)  
search:* behemoth outlets

To find verdicts and settlements where a company is 
named as a party in the case, use the NAME segment,  
e.g., ENTER: NAME(behemoth motors). 

 

Searching Expert Witness Curricula Vitae and 
Resumes (including IDEX and ALM) 
Just select this source and enter your search terms. For 
example, to find documents from pension actuaries:

source:  Expert Witness Curricula Vitae and Resumes  
 (Including IDEX and ALM)  
search: pension /5 actuary

To find CVs and resumes from a specific expert witness:

source: Expert Witness Curricula Vitae and Resumes  
 (Including IDEX and ALM)  
search:* EXPERT-NAME(charles /3 smith)

To locate a specific type of expert with connections to a 
specific area, e.g., real estate appraiser in California:

source:  Expert Witness Curricula Vitae and Resumes  
 (Including IDEX and ALM)  
search: real estate /5 apprais! AND california

To explore an expert’s connection with a specific  
company, search with that company name:

source:  Expert Witness Curricula Vitae and Resumes  
 (Including IDEX and ALM) 

search:* abcdoughnut

ALM Verdicts and Settlements and Expert Witness information will be integrated throughout 
the LexisNexis early-case-assessment resources. Watch this fall for more information in  
LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer and LexisNexis Expert Witness Profile Suite. 

Also find ALM legal news and practice-area sources online via the LexisNexis services. Ask your 
LexisNexis® account representative for tips on searching these vital resources.
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